Wake Forest University

The Honors and Awards Ceremony

Class of 2010

Brendle Recital Hall, Scales Fine Arts Center
Two o’clock in the afternoon
Sunday, May the sixteenth
Two thousand and ten
THE HONORS AND AWARDS CEREMONY

Jacquelyn S. Fetrow, Dean, Wake Forest College, presiding

MUSIC
Sonata for Two Violins – Allegro .................................................. Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953)
Elizabeth Faye Martin and Daniel Lewis Ruehr

SENIOR ORATION
We Are Wake Forest ................................................................. Zahir Ra'id Rahman

AWARDS
The John Allen Easley Award in Religion ........................................ Lauren Anastasia Wright
The G. McLeod Bryan Pro Humanitate Award for Community Service ........................................ Mustafa Abdulrahman Abdullah
The C. H. Richards Award for Excellence in Political Science .................................................... Zahir Ra'id Rahman
The Jack D. Fleer Award for Excellence in Honors in Political Science ........................................ Alex Jay Warr
The Carl Moses Excellence in Research Award .......................................................... To be announced
The Ruth Foster Campbell Award for Excellence in Spanish ........................................ Jacqueline Heather Childs
The Harold Dawes Parcell Award for Excellence in French .................................................. Anna Grace Nicodemus
The James C. O'Flaherty Award for Excellence in German and German Studies ................................ Erin Marie Merritt
The M. D. Phillips Prize in Classical Languages .............................................................. Elizabeth Megan Magargee
The Knox Dance Scholar Award ................................................................. James Maurice Blair
The Delmar F. Hython Accountancy Award .......................................................... Andrea Joyce Kensy
The Academic Excellence in Mathematical Business Award ........................................ Daniel Lewis Ruehr
The Lura Baker Paden Award .................................................................. Ellen Margaret Abbott
The Spirit of Wayne Calloway Award ............................................................. Susan Michelle Manship
The Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award .................................................... Christopher Michael Langley (2010)
The Forrest W. Clonts Award for Excellence in History .................................................. Anna Grace Nicodemus
Christopher Conn Suknenik (2009)
The Forrest W. Clonts Research Prize in European History .................................................. John Peter Moody
The Chilton Pearson Research Prize in United States History ........................................ Melissa Mims Velarde
The W. J. Cash Award for Studies in Southern History .................................................. Anna Grace Nicodemus
The Richard Worden Griffin Research Prize ............................................................... Victoria Carolyn Niblock
The Gregory D. Pritchard Philosophy Prize ................................................................. Samuel Casey Sims
Victoria Wolfe Moore
The John Y. Phillips Prize in Mathematics ......................................................... Pamela Frances Marcott
The John W. Sawyer Prize in Computer Science .................................................. Matthew Ryan Steen
The Drake Senior Excellence in English Award ...................................................... William Richard Sears
The H. Broadus Jones Shakespeare Prize ................................................................. Marcus Aurelius Root Keely
The H. Broadus Jones Memorial Scholar ................................................................. William Richard Sears (2009 winner)
The Beulah Lassiter Raynor Scholarship ............................................................... Marcus Aurelius Root Keely (2009 winner)
The Justus and Elizabeth C. Drake Scholarship ...................................................... Margaret Gignilliat Clay (2009 winner)
The D. A. Brown Prize for Excellence in English .................................................... Sarah Grace Pirovitz (2009 winner)
The Bynum G. Shaw Prize in Journalism .............................................................. Carrie Clare Brooks
The Emily Crandall Shaw Scholarship in Liberal Arts ........................................ Jennifer Page Hayden (2009 winner)
The Prize in Economics ........................................................................ To be announced
The Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award .................................................... To be announced
The Carolina Biological Supply Company Award for Undergraduate Research ........................................ Katherine Ann Brogan
Sean Gregory Miller
The Walter S. Flory Outstanding Student Award .................................................. Teresa Tang
The Elton C. Cocke Scholarship ................................................................. Rebecca Lynn Harnish
The Hypercube Scholar Award ................................................................. Melissa Camille Donaldson
The John W. Nowell Award in Undergraduate Chemistry ........................................ James Maurice Blair
The Merck Index Award ................................................................. Alex Dale MacIntosh
                   Erin Leigh McDonald
                   Matthew Hunter Secret
The American Institute of Chemists Undergraduate Student Award ....................... Emily Rose Earles
The ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry ......................... Robert Boyd Wildman
The ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry ..................... Jenny Eloise Nesbitt (2009 winner)
The Blackbyrd Scholarship .............................................................. James Maurice Blair (2009 winner)
The William Eugene Speas Memorial Award for Distinguished Work in Physics ......................... Bradley Isaac Goetz
                   Laura Jayne Patton
The Florence Robinson Neuroscience Award .............................................. Emily Joy Ware
The Department of Anthropology Outstanding Senior Award ......................................... Emily Kathryn Zavadny
The American Sociological Association’s Departmental Prize for Outstanding Student .................. Leek Aleer Deng
                   Hannah Elizabeth Rothman
The Jerry A. Hall Student Teacher Award: Elementary Education ............................. Jenna Lyn Baldi
The Jerry A. Hall Student Teacher Award: Secondary Education ................................. Courtney Marion Vris
The Christian Cappelluti Prize ........................................................................... Alexander Lloyd Blake (2010 winner)
                   Thomas Elliott Pendergrast (2009 winner)
                   Elizabeth Faye Martin (2007 and 2009 winner)
The Christopher Giles and Lucille S. Harris Competitions in Musical Performance
Third place in open competition ............................................................... Virginia Hester Browne (2010 winner)
Fourth place in open competition .............................................................. Virginia Hester Browne (2008 winner)
Third place in open competition ............................................................... Elizabeth Faye Martin (2007 winner)
The Patricia Sloan Mize Award  
Second place in open competition in musical performance .............................. Elizabeth Faye Martin (2010 winner)
The Award for Outstanding Performance by a Non-Music Major ............................... Emily Anne Sigler (2008 and 2010 winner)
The Paige Shumate DeVries Prize ........................................................................ Christopher Joseph D’Auria
The Music History Prize ................................................................................. Aaron Gabriel Rapaport (2010 winner)
                   Leah Wagner-Stout (2009 winner)
                   Elizabeth Faye Martin (2007 winner)
The Louise Cochrane Boteler Prize for the Pursuit of Excellence in Music ................. Elizabeth Faye Martin (2009 winner)
The Wake Forest University Theatre Association Award for Academic Excellence ............ Abigail Hinton Suggs
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Latin American Studies ............................... Melissa Mims Velarde
The Award for Outstanding Senior in International Studies ........................................ Megan Eileen Huber
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Global Trade and Commerce Studies .............. Kara Allyn Dickstein
The Academic Award for Outstanding Senior in Women’s and Gender Studies ............. Marielaine Elise Hicks
                   Anna Elizabeth Williams
The Leadership Award for Outstanding Senior in Women’s and Gender Studies ................ Constance Lee Miller
                   Jaymi Courtenay Thomas
The Elizabeth Phillips Award for the Best Essay in Women’s and Gender Studies ................ To be announced
The Donald O. Schoonmaker Student Prize for Community Service ......................... Alex Jay Warr
The Edgar Christman Award for Service .................................................................. Alex Jay Warr
The William C. and Ruth N. Archie Award .............................................................. To be announced
The Carlton P. West Phi Beta Kappa Award ................................................................ To be announced
The Recognition of Senior Orators ............................................................................ Monica Rose Giannone
                   Kate Ellen Miners
                   Zahir Ra’id Rahman

MORTAR BOARD

Mustafa Abdullah       Andrew Collins       Laura Hover       Ellen Page
Nitya Anand           Rachel Cook           Mary Howell       Emily Pendergrast
Tyson Badders         Haley David          Amelia Hoyt       Monica Petrescu
Melissa Beckett       Aileen Davis         Wesley Johnson     Mikaela Pinzl
Jessica Cain          Kara Dickstein        Marcus Keely      Hannah Rothman
Alexandra Calistri    Arthur Donner         Stephanie Knoop    Christopher Smyre
Alyssa Cantin        Emily Earles             Richard Mayer     Ruth Tamrat
Samuel Carstensen    Christina Escobar       Erin McDonald     Melissa Velarde
Jacqueline Childs    Meredith Greeson       Jeannie McKinney  Brittany Weaver
Catherine Coelho     Mark Hoover              Sean Miller       Lincoln Wheeler
BETA GAMMA SIGMA

Ellen Margaret Abbott
Laura Beth Boysen
Travis James Bracken
Anneli Jennifer Browning
Ryan Joseph Campbell
Scott William Case
Michael Thomas Duffy
Kyle Christopher Grochmal
William Benjamin Keith
Andrea Joyce Kensy
Stephanie Rae Knopp
Christopher Michael Langley
John Charters Lent
Mikaela Margaret Pinzl
Daniel Lewis Ruehr
James Harold Smith
Cameron Glendon Stephens
Kyle Richard Taura

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

Mustafa Abdulrahman Abdullah
Joseph Edward Abernethy
Nitya Anand
Tyson Lee Badders
Elizabeth Coley Barry
Melissa Bethany Beckett
Jessica Ann Cain
Alyssa Lyn Cantin
Scott William Case
Elisabeth Pierce Collins
Rachel Lynn Cook
Haley Rebecca David
Jermyn Michael Davis
Kara Allyn Dickstein
Melissa Camille Donaldson
Cathryn Anne Freund
Jennifer Page Hayden
Mark Titus Hoover
Laura Debra Hover
Wesley Thomas Johnson
Stephanie Rae Knopp
Richard Stephen Mayer
William Clark McGowan
Melissa Beth McIntee
Anna Grace Nicodemus
Ellen Estelle Page
Zahir Ra'id Rahman
Hannah Elizabeth Rothman
Allison Lynn Sadow
Brittany Elizabeth Shaw
Rebecca Elaine Sherman
Eva Elizabeth Skipper
Christopher Love Smyre
Melissa Mims Velarde
Lincoln Crosby Wheeler

PHI BETA KAPPA

Ellen Margaret Abbott
Dorothea Sophie Adamski
David Keith Alexander
Jenna Lyn Baldi
Christa Lorene Barrett
James Maurice Blair
Kerry Ann Bollerman
Megan Lauren Briskman
Emilia Ruth Brown
Genavee Scarlett Brown
Anneli Jennifer Browning
Jessica Ann Cain
Stacey Michelle Calhoun
Alexandra Gail Calistri
Ryan Joseph Campbell
Scott William Case
Eugene Choi
Margaret Gignilliat Clay
Elisabeth Pierce Collins
Nicholas Albert Deuschle
Kara Allyn Dickstein
Melissa Camille Donaldson
Rebecca Ansley Dore
Katherine Painter Dydak
Emily Rose Earles
Meredith Lynn Edrington
Sarah Catherine Gabriel
Monica Rose Giannone
Bradley Isaac Goetz
Bryan Warren Goolsby
Kyle Christopher Grochmal
Elise Ann Haberman
Margaret Kathryn Hoge
Laura Debra Hover
Mary Alexandra Howell
Megan Eileen Huber
Sarah Grace Hurt
Gretchen Alexandra Jennings
Gregory Scott Johnson
Marcus Aurelius Root Keely
Andrea Joyce Kensy
Stephanie Rae Knopp
Christopher Michael Langley
Winston Yunqing Li
Bryan Andrew Lamoreau
John Charters Lent
Matthew Thomas Liberti
Jennifer Ryan MacPherson
Elizabeth Megan Magargee
Pamela Frances Marcott
Elizabeth Faye Martin
Erin Leigh McDonald
Jeannie Victoria McKinney
Erin Marie Merritt
Sean Gregory Miller
Anna Grace Nicodemus
Ryan Hunter Niland
Stephen Trovalo Palombo
Rebecca McHugh Patten
Thomas Elliott Pendergrast
Monica Petrescu
Mikaela Margaret Pinzl
Zahir Ra'id Rahman
Marilyn Daunise Ralph
Erin Leigh Rheiner
Daniel Lewis Ruehr
Kendra Ann Sawyer
William Richard Sears
Vinithra Sharma
Emily Anne Sigler
James Harold Smith
Kelley Joy Springer
Matthew Ryan Steen
Cameron Glendon Stephens
Ruth Tamrat
Corinne Elizabeth Taylor
Melissa Mims Velarde
Leah Wagner-Stout
Andrea Leigh Worsham
Lauren Anastasia Wright
Emily Kathryn Zavodny
Lauren Ann Zimmaro
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